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Agricultural practices need to continue to develop and become more 

effi cient, if the fi ndings of recent research reports are anything to go by. 

PwC states that agricultural consumption will increase by nearly 70% 

by 2050 due to the world’s growing population − projected to hit nine 

billion people in the same year. Similarly, the World Bank predicts that 

we’ll need to produce 50% more food by 2050 should global population 

continue to rise at its current pace.

Fortunately, technology is constantly advancing, its developments 

helping agriculture, too. Today, two important technologies of interest 

to agriculture are drones and autonomous vehicles. Drones have 

become a very lucrative market, with global revenues expected to 

increase by 34% to over £4.8m in 2017. US technology research fi rm 

Gartner has also predicted that drone production will jump by 39% 

this year compared to 2016.

Drones offer numerous benefi ts in agriculture: 

Easy planting: they can take the stress out of planting and looking 

after produce, thanks to new systems that reduce the costs of 

planting by as much as 85%. Drones can shoot pods of seeds and 

inject nutrients into the soil.

Easy irrigation: to avoid wasting water around a farm, drones 

can be fi tted with remote sensing equipment, either multispectral, 

hyperspectral or thermal. The technology will easily and quickly 

identify the driest sections of a fi eld and help farmers allocate water 

resources more economically.

Spraying and monitoring crops: Drones can effectively scan the 

ground and spray the correct amount of liquid needed for even 

coverage, yet reduce the amount of chemicals that leech into the 

groundwater.

With crop monitoring, time-series animations through the drones will 

display the exact development of a crop, and detail any ineffi ciencies 

with production. These insights were previously gained by satellite 

imagery, sadly only available on a limited basis, whereas monitoring 

through drones can be used whenever needed and at any time.
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“                Today, two important technologies 

of interest to agriculture are drones and 

autonomous vehicles

THE 21ST CENTURY FARM 
REQUIRES DRONES

Autonomous Vehicles

As with drones, the market for autonomous vehicles is 

looking very bright. In fact, a comprehensive report by 

Business Insider Intelligence forecasts that eventually there 

will be some 10 million cars on the road, either semi-

autonomous or fully autonomous. From a more general 

perspective, management consulting fi rm Bain has estimated 

that the global opportunity for assistive and autonomous 

technologies for the business-to-business market will be 

between $22bn and $26bn a year by 2025.

Steps have already been made to show how autonomous 

vehicles can be used in agriculture. For instance, a team 

of agricultural engineers from Harper Adams University in 

Shropshire have created a tractor that can drill, seed and spray 

land by remote steering. The same team − Johnathan Gill, 

Kit Franklin and Martin Abell − is now developing automated 

combine harvesters. Such vehicles will create a fl eet in the 

hands of agricultural analysts, looking after several farming 

robots and monitoring the development of crops.

Meanwhile, in the Burgundy region of France, inventor 

Christophe Millot has succesfully built a vine-pruning robot. 

Developed to counteract a shortage in farm labour, the latest-

generation model of the four-wheeled gadget includes six 

cameras, two arms and a tablet computer inside. The machine 

learns as it goes about its task of, say, trimming the vine or 

grass around it with a cut every fi ve seconds.

So, farming drones and autonomous farm vehicles 

are certainly the future in agriculture, thanks to constant 

improvements to modern technologies. 
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RENESAS AND COCORO ENABLE CARS TO READ DRIVER’S 
EMOTIONS AND RESPOND ACCORDINGLY

Renesas Electronics has developed a kit that determines 

driver’s emotions to optimally manage the vehicle and its 

speed. The development kit is based around the Renesas 

R-Car system-on-a-chip (SoC) and cocoro SB’s Emotion 

Engine (see box), an artificial sensibility and intelligence 

technology. 

The cocoro SB’s Emotion Engine relies on the speech 

of the driver to recognise the emotional state, such as 

the era of self-driving vehicles. For example, if the car 

recognises the driver’s uneasy emotional state, even 

if he or she has verbally accepted the switchover to 

hands-free autonomous driving, the car can question the 

driver. Furthermore, understanding the driver’s emotions 

enables the car to control its speed accordingly, 

especially in harsh conditions such as at night or in rain, 

snow, fog or icy conditions.  

Renesas plans to release the development kit later 

this year. 

confidence or uncertainty, and the Renesas R-Car 

SoC then displays this on a new user interface. The 

technology is based on artificial intelligence (AI) 

machine learning, which will enable the car to learn 

from conversations with the driver. 

The driver’s emotional state, facial expression and 

eyesight direction are combined with his or her vital 

signs to improve the car/driver interface, bringing closer 

The Emotion Engine’s map used to determine driver’s emotional state

COCORO SB’S EMOTION ENGINE

Cocoro SB’s Emotion Engine is an artificial 

sensibility and intelligence technology, 

consisting of two parts. The first is voice 

emotion recognition that analyses voice 

signals, whereas the second is emotion-

generation that replicates emotions by 

forming a virtual hormone balance derived 

from various connected sensors. 

The engine determines speaker emotion 

by charting a map, highlighted with colours, 

such as yellow for happy or red for sad, and at 

different degrees.
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Researchers in Canada have demonstrated the 

viability of a secure quantum communication 

via moving satellites. To ensure the tests were a 

valid proof of concept, the team at the Institute 

for Quantum Computing (IQC) and Department 

of Physics at the University of Waterloo, Ontario, 

designed their prototype receiver to match the size 

and operating environment of a micro satellite. 

Free space links have been shown to work over 

ground at varying distances, both in stationary 

and moving tests. But despite losses due to 

geometric effects scaling quadratically with distance, 

atmospheric absorption and turbulence and the need 

for a clear line of sight limit terrestrial free-space 

transmissions to a few hundred kilometres. Satellite-

based systems can extend quantum communication 

to a global scale.

“Quantum key distribution (QKD) establishes 

cryptographic keys between two distant parties in a 

way that is cryptanalytically unbreakable. Ground-

based QKD systems use optical fibre links and are 

limited to distances of a few hundred kilometres due 

to absorption losses, which get significantly worse as 

the distance increases,” said study lead Christopher 

Pugh. 

To test their system, the team used a Twin Otter 

STUDY PROVES VIABILITY OF QUANTUM SATELLITE 
COMMUNICATIONS

aircraft to pass their ground transmitting station at 

varying distances, achieving a quantum signal link 

and a secret key extraction for half of them. 

“This is an extremely important step that 

took almost eight years of preparation. It finally 

demonstrates our technology is viable,” said 

principle investigator Professor Thomas Jennewein. 

“We achieved optical links at angular rates similar 

to those of low-Earth-orbit satellites, and for some 

passes of the aircraft over the ground station, links 

were established within ten seconds of position 

data transmission. We saw link times of a 

few minutes and received quantum bit error 

rates typically between three and five precent, 

generating secure keys.” 

“We have proved the concept, and our 

results provide a blueprint for future satellite 

missions to build upon, just in time for a 

quantum satellite mission by the Canadian 

government,” said Jennewein, referring to 

Waterloo’s Quantum Encryption and Science 

Satellite (QEYSSat) initiative.

Professor Thomas Jennewein: “This is an extremely 

important step that took almost eight years of 

preparation”
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With the latest RZ/N1 family, Renesas aims 
to replace the existing multi-chip solutions in 
industrial controllers, industrial switches and 
operator terminals with a single, low-power-
consumption SoC (System on Chip). Cast on a 
single die, an ARM® Cortex®-A7 application 

core and an ARM® Cortex®-M based real-time communication 
engine work hand in hand to provide real-time, deterministic 
communication. The innovative abstraction layer allows easy 
implementation and exchange of multiple industrial Ethernet 
protocol stacks. 

R-IN Communication Engine – innovative support for 
multiple protocols
The automation industry is moving into a new era often referred 
as Smart Factory or Industrie 4.0. Future production facilities 
will be based upon cyber physical systems whose key trait is real 
time and deterministic communication. In order to facilitate 
this trend, Renesas developed and brought to market the R-IN 
Communication Engine. 

The story of the R-IN Engine started in 2012 when Renesas 
introduced the R-IN32M3 series of industrial Ethernet 
communication SoCs with multi-protocol support. It includes a 
real-time capable switch, an ARM® Cortex®-M3 CPU as well as 

The HW-RTOS supports the software execution of a real-time 
OS by handling some portion of tasks’ processing, service calls 
and task scheduling in hardware. 
The CheckSum accelerator automatically calculates “on-the 

With the Header EnDec accelerator, the CPU has a fast and 
direct read and write access to all frame header information 
without latency.  

Ethernet processing in the hardware.

Since the above functions are directly executed in 
silicon, there is no involvement of the Cortex®-M3 CPU in 
their processing. This saves CPU performance and power 

enables low power operation (~300mW).  As an example, 
the R-IN Engine with accelerators has only 30% CPU load at 
UDP communication rates of 95 Mbps. This leaves enough 
performance bandwidth for a simple IO application on the same 
core. Furthermore, the accelerators improve the overall system 
timing with their deterministic and low-jitter processing speed. 
This is paramount for high-speed real time networks, as it 
enables better quality in an isochronous network environment.

Both the initial market success as well as the positive 
feedback from customers resulted in several R-IN Engine 
implementations. Three years after the R-IN32M3 was released, 
the motion control SoC RZ/T1 was introduced to the market 

extension of the Renesas industrial automation portfolio and 
gives a scalable and software compatible platform for industrial 
automation applications.

R-IN Engine Family – Performance Meets Power Efficiency
With the introduction of the new RZ/N1 family, Renesas 
brings more performance to typical industrial communication 
applications. Both the application and the communication block 
are integrated on a single chip, which makes it easier to achieve 
the real-time performance and determinism. 

The key focus of RZ/N1 is on demanding applications 
in factory automation. With its’ multi-core architecture, it 

industrial switches with industrial Ethernet support. Thanks 
to its sophisticated embedded 5-port switch, RZ/N1 brings 
cutting-edge performance in industrial networking, enabling 

The RZ/N1 family consists of 3 products Both RZ/N1D and 
RZ/N1S have one application block and one communication 
block integrated on the same die. These blocks are connected 
via a communication API (Application Programming Interface) 
based on GOAL (Generic Open Abstraction Layer). GOAL 
provides an API for the application development, making 
therefore both the core-2-core communication and the R-IN 
Engine transparent for the application developer. 

The application block of the RZ/N1D SoC features a dual 
ARM® Cortex®-A7 and is suitable for applications with 
higher performance requirements. The product is available 
in two packages, 400 BGA and 324 BGA. The application 
block of the RZ/N1S SoC features a single ARM® Cortex®-A7 
and is available in 324 BGA and 196 BGA packages. The 
communication block of both RZ/N1D and RZ/N1S is nearly 

Ethernet ports in  the smaller package or 5 Ethernet ports in  

RZ/N1 – MULTI-PROTOCOL INDUSTRIAL 
ETHERNET MADE EASY By Ognen Basarovski, Renesas Electronics Europe

W

RZ/N1 – 3rd Generation R-IN Engine
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the larger package. The RZ/N1L has no dedicated application 
block, as it only features the Cortex®-M3 CPU. The idea is to 

to bring network functionality to legacy devices. The RZ/N1L is 
available in 196 BGA package. 

Innovative Software – all protocols under one umbrella

automation network to measure the data and forward it to the 
controller via Fieldbus protocol. This was usually handled in 
the hardware. As the industrial Ethernet technology started 

Ethernet based protocols are now handled in software, also 
new hardware components such as the embedded Ethernet 
switches need to be supported by the software. This increased 
system complexity severely impacts the time-to-market 
requirements. Because of the growing pressure to develop 
more functionality in less time, the software has to be reused 

There is a variety of industrial Ethernet technologies on 
the market today. Technologies like EtherCAT, EtherNet/
IP, PROFINET and several others have a long history, and 

even require dedicated hardware support, which is why it is 
quite challenging to achieve a high cohesion. It is no surprise 
if for example, an application written for PROFINET needs 
to be completely rewritten for an EtherCAT implementation. 
Furthermore, with some hardware platforms available on 

ecosystems, which make the change between protocols very 
time, money and resource consuming. 

The GOAL middleware for the RZ/N1 family successfully 
overcomes these challenges. It provides a software framework 
for development of low coupled software design. The GOAL 
API give interface to all components of the system and it is 
stable regardless of the underlying hardware. The interface to 
the underlying system itself is done by the GOAL Target API 
which is fully transparent to the programmer. 

of the Ethernet communication technologies with minimal 
impact on the application software. All the communication 
stacks (protocols) that are ported over GOAL share the same 
abstraction layer and they are connected with the application 

a certain dependence of the application software on the 

GOAL is that applications written on top of the GOAL API can 

the dual A7 or the single A7, or even the M3 alone, the GOAL 

Besides the Industrial Communication part, the GOAL is 
equipped with a TCP/IP stack independent web server and 

comes with supporting network protocols such as SNMP and 
RSTP. This makes GOAL the ideal basis for network aware 
devices such as managed switches, routers and gateways. On top 
of the TCP/IP stack GOAL provides an independent stable API 
for TCP/IP based applications with support for a variety of TCP/
IP stacks regardless whether the stacks support the BSD socket 
interface or not.

Companies with limited know-how in industrial Ethernet can 
simply regard the R-IN Engine within the RZ/N1 as an industrial 
Ethernet black-box. Together with our business partners like 
Cannon Automata, Net Module, port GmbH, and TMG TE who 

software, we have already ported numerous protocol stacks 
to the R-IN Engine. The GOAL API is available directly on the 
Cortex®-A7 side, where the application software resides. 

The rest of the RZ/N1 ecosystem depends on the product 
version. The RZ/N1D application block runs under the Linux OS 
or ThreadX. The RZ/N1S, on the other hand supports ThreadX 
and VxWorks. The R-IN Engine in the communication block of 
all three devices runs with uItron libraries. 

A solution kit based on RZ/N1D and GOAL is already available 
and can be ordered directly at the Renesas web shop or at one of 
the distribution partners. The RZ/N1D CPU Board (RZ/N1D-DB) 
provides access to the basic SoC interfaces. For evaluation of the 
full SoC functionality, an optional expansion board CONNECT 

The Solution Kit includes an extensive software package. A 

variety of sample applications are also delivered together with 

the GOAL SW package explaining the basic functionalities of the 

run time system. For more information please visit the RZ/N1 

web page::  www.renesas.com/rzn  

OSAL/GOAL -  Easy migration between protocols and SoC
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t’s been barely a year since I first wrote 
about my growing appetite for mikroBUS 
slots. I am referring to those little 
connectors where we can insert daughter 
boards (or shields) for rapid prototyping 
on the latest generation of PIC evaluation 
boards. With 300+ Click boards to choose 
from, how could I be satisfied using only 

one at a time?
Last year, when there were only 200 Click boards in the 

catalogue, I’d discovered the Clicker-2 board series. As the 
name implies, there are two mikroBUS slots, and many models 
offer a choice of microcontrollers, from 8-, to 16- and 32-bit 
architectures. Unfortunately, I realised that the only 8-bit 
PIC model was based on the PIC18F87J50 family (which is 
some 10 years old) that offered many traditional peripherals 
and an integrated USB port but none of the more modern 
Core Independent Peripherals (CIP) I was interested in. More 

importantly, it was too old to be supported by the latest rapid 
development tools such as MPLAB Code Configurator (MCC), 
an addiction of mine. In an article then, I described how I could 
circumvent this limitation by leveraging the similarities with 
the more-recent PIC18F45K50 models.

This year, it seems both Microchip and MikroElektronika 
heard my prayers: The Curiosity series of development boards 
now has several new models with two mikroBUS connectors 
for PIC24, PIC32MM and PIC32MX. A new Curiosity High Pin-
Count (HPC) has also been added to support the many 28- and 
40-pin models of the 8-bit PIC microcontrollers. 

MikroElektronika refreshed the Clicker-2 series and launched 
a new PIC18 board dedicated to the ‘K40 series. 

For those of you who don’t closely follow the PIC saga, the 
PIC18 K40 family is a relatively recent addition to the portfolio 
that marks the adoption of all CIPs (developed exclusively 
on the PIC16 families over the past seven years) by the PIC18 
architecture. This puts the two main 8-bit PIC architectures on 
an unprecedented path to convergence. You should compare 
the PIC16F188xx and the PIC18xxK40 models side by side to 
get a sense of the level of compatibility achieved.

Clickers’ Curiosity 

The MikroElektronika Clicker-2 boards differ from Microchip 
Curiosity boards in many ways. While most of the Curiosity 
boards provide a socket for DIP packages to accommodate 
many similarly-packaged PIC models, Clicker-2 boards have a 
fixed (often surface-mounted) target processor. 

battery connector and an on-board USB charger. This makes 
Clicker-2 boards more suitable for actual applications and 
product prototypes than for pure code development and 
debugging. In fact, looking at Figure 1, you will notice the 
two outer rows of contacts that are compatible with the sister 
Mikromedia family of boards (featuring TFT displays) and 
available for further expansion with more shields, mikroBUS slot 
expansion boards and even robotics development platforms.

I

Clicker-2 is 
better than one

BY LUCIO DI JASIO, MCU8 BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT MANAGER 

AT MICROCHIP TECHNOLOGY

Figure 1:  MikroElektronika Clicker-2 board
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related to the programming and debugging interface. Microchip 

and debugger on board. Whereas MikroElektronika Clicker-2 
boards are designed to connect to the company’s own mikroProg 
programmer/debugger; in its absence, they can use a bootloader 
via a virtual serial port.

I will confess that the virtual serial port is an excellent feature 
(sadly, still missing on the Curiosity side), but perhaps not 

debugger. 

my experience a bootloader (no matter how well-designed; see 

real programmer.

Drag ‘n’ Drop

The only other environment where I have been happy to trade a 
real programmer with a (virtual) serial port is with the MPLAB 
Xpress evaluation boards. Here, though I got not only a serial 
connection, but also a Mass Storage USB connection (MSD), 
which practically means the entire act of programming the target 
PIC microcontroller is reduced to a simple drag-and-drop gesture. 
When Xpress boards are connected to a personal computer they 
essentially appear to the host operating system (Windows, Mac or 

This is great when paired with a Cloud toolchain (as with 
MPLAB XPRESS IDE), so that without installing any special 
bridge or driver (MSD interfaces are universal), it is possible 
to access the target safely even from a browser. But, as many 

desktop IDE, such as MPLAB X, once a simple added “build step” 

The XPRESS-Loader is fast, much faster than traditional PIC 

Porting XPRESS To The Clicker-2

The magic of the XPRESS programmer is due to a small USB 
device, another PIC microcontroller in fact, mounted next to the 

of the ‘K50 series, chosen because of the large amount of Flash 
and RAM (32K/2K) in its relatively small (28-pin QFN) package, 
but also the integration of the USB peripheral with Active Clock 
Tuning (ACT). This is a feature that allows the chip to use the 
internal oscillator (saving precious space and cost) and yet achieve 

In more recent incarnations, the XPRESS loader code has been 

pin UQFN package (4x4).
The source code for the XPRESS-loader has been published on 

GitHub under a friendly Apache2 (open source) license, and is 
available to all for use beyond pure development tool purposes. 
Any developer might want to simply place an XPRESS loader on 
his own prototype/product board in place of a plane USB/serial 
interface chip while possibly reducing cost and board space. In 
fact, that was exactly my proposal to MikroElektronika: let’s 
“upgrade” the latest Clicker-2 for the PIC18 K40 by replacing the 

loader!
As often is the case, their reply was rather enthusiastic and we 

Details, Details… 

There are, of course, many small details to be considered when 
intervening in an existing product that’s part of a larger series and 
has (a bit of) its own legacy. 

This starts with presenting a backward-compatible virtual serial 
port (USB-CDC), which incidentally, despite being one of the 

Figure 2: mikroBoot loader

Figure 3: A virtual drive
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most common interfaces, is not available in Windows without 
installing a (signed) device driver. Mac and Linux users are 
spared such a nuisance.

Microchip development boards use a common driver 
(connected to a standard company VID/PID), but 
MikroElektronika boards have their own. Luckily, this is an easy 

minute.
The other USB interface, USB-MSD, is more universal but 

comes with its own set of (minor) limitations. It is meant to be 
truly PC-centric; so much so, in fact, that the storage device has 
virtually no way to communicate changes back to the host PC 

Clicker-2 board must be repurposed to act as a target reset, but 

Further, although you might have not realised this before, 
there are two alternative ways of programming an 8-bit PIC 
microcontroller: high-voltage mode (legacy, 9-12V) and low-

and reprogrammed. PICkit3 and other universal programmers 
typically fall back to the old legacy mode.

But LVP-mode is clearly the most convenient, and is used by 
the XPRESS loader to avoid having to add a boost circuit (for 

 

from the XPRESS-loader source code. Here you can see how the 
simple manipulation of three GPIOs: ICSP_CLK, ICSP_DAT and 
ICSP_slaveReset is all it takes. 

void ICSP_init(void )
{
 __delay_us(1);
 ICSP_ANSEL_DAT = DIGITAL_PIN;
 ICSP_TRIS_DAT = INPUT_PIN;
 ICSP_CLK = 0;
 ICSP_ANSEL_CLK = DIGITAL_PIN;
 ICSP_TRIS_CLK = OUTPUT_PIN;
}

void ICSP_sendCmd(uint8_t b)
{
 uint8_t i;
 ICSP_TRIS_DAT = OUTPUT_PIN;
 for( i=0; i<8; i++ ){ // 8-bit commands
 if ( (b & 0x80) > 0 )

 else
 ICSP_DAT = 0;
 ICSP_CLK = 1;
 b <<= 1; // shift left
 __delay_us(1);
 ICSP_CLK = 0;
 __delay_us(1);
 }
 __delay_us(1);
}

void ICSP_signature(void){
 ICSP_slaveReset(); // MCLR output => Vil (GND)
 __delay_ms(10);
 ICSP_sendCmd(‘M’);
 ICSP_sendCmd(‘C’);
 ICSP_sendCmd(‘H’);
 ICSP_sendCmd(‘P’);
 __delay_ms(5);
}

Listing 1: Low voltage programming with ICSP 

(ICSP_slaveReset) to an XPRESS loader GPIO (PIC16F1454), 
means the high-voltage (legacy) programming mode won’t be 
possible anymore as the GPIO (clamping) diodes (on the Xpress 
device) would limit the voltage applied to Vdd. 

Mind you, this would be the case only when the user applies 

bypassing the XPRESS programmer, but it is a legitimate case 
and it must be supported. 

In the proposed implementation, we should avoid adding 
external components (as done on the Xpress evaluation board, 

programmer/debugger of choice to use LVP as well. 

Figure 4: MPLAB X build settings
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he Internet of Things (IoT) is a commonly 
encountered term today; it refers to devices 
communicating over the Internet with users 
and each other. One example is the intelligent 
fridge that alerts when a product has perished 
or needs replacing. 

back several decades; however, the technology was not ready 

as home and factory automation, health care, transportation, 
environmental studies, farming and many more.

IoT Applications

An IoT device typically contains wireless hardware and a 
communications application with which users interact with 
mobile phones, tablets or laptop computers.

The success of an IoT application depends on many hardware-
related factors, such as size, cost, power consumption, security, 
robustness and reliability. Being portable and largely battery-
operated, in IoT devices power consumption is perhaps most 
important, since they are expected to operate non-stop and 
consume as little power as possible.

Several communication technologies can be used for IoT 

applications, the most common of which are Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, 
RF and ZigBee.

Wi-Fi
Wi-Fi is very secure, reliable and readily available in homes, 

mobile phones, tablets and laptops, are equipped with Wi-Fi. 
Wi-Fi’s main disadvantage however is that, generally, it is 

power demanding, making long-term operation with batteries 
not possible.

Bluetooth 
Bluetooth is also secure, but not as widely available as Wi-

are currently low-energy Bluetooth (BLE) devices available, 
developed primarily for the IoT market. 

coverage area. 

RF
Using RF in IoT applications is not very common for several 

not encrypted and it depends on the developer to use a suitable 
encryption algorithm; and, third, RF-based devices can’t be 
accessed from a mobile device.

New MCUs

Several chip manufacturers are currently developing low-cost, 
low-power microcontrollers with embedded Wi-Fi and/or 
Bluetooth capabilities. 

Examples include the recently-developed, highly popular 
and inexpensive ESP8266 and ESP32 microcontrollers, both 
from the Shanghai-based manufacturer Espressif Systems. Both 
processors consume very little power, with ESP8266 containing 
a built-in Wi-Fi module, and ESP32 both, Wi-Fi and Bluetooth 
modules. 

ESP8266 and ESP32 are complete microcontroller systems 
with input-output ports that can be used in two formats: as 
standalone microcontrollers with communication capabilities, or 
as host processors where only their communication capabilities 

T

Applying the ESP8266 
processor in IoT 
applications
BY DR DOGAN IBRAHIM, PROFESSOR AT NEAR EAST UNIVERSITY, CYPRUS

Figure 1: The ESP-01 development board
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are used by larger microcontroller systems. 

microcontroller’s details and give an example of its use in a 
standalone Wi-Fi-based application.

The ESP8266 Microcontroller

The ESP8266 is a low-cost microcontroller chip with Wi-Fi 
capability and a full TCP/IP stack that can be used with or 
without the MCU to access a Wi-Fi network. The ESP8266 
can easily be interfaced to a development system such as the 
Arduino, where it can provide Wi-Fi capability to the host. 

The ESP8266 mounts on a small PCB, available as a small 
development board. Many ESP8266-based development boards 
are available, normally named as ESP-xx. Figure 1 shows the 

    The ESP8266’s basic features include:

64kB program memory;
96kB data memory;

WEP or WPA/WPA2 authentication;

Up to 16 GPIOs;

Integrated TCP/IP protocol stack;
UART support;

The development of a project using the basic ESP-xx 
development boards requires a serial USB-to-TTL interface 
module to provide USB capability to the board. In addition, the 

supply must be connected to the board. 

regulators. These include the NodeMCU (LoLin), SparkFun 

others. 

NodeMCU

NodeMCU (LoLin) is one of the most commonly used ESP8266 
development boards because of its full functionality, low cost 
and ease of use (see Figure 2). It incorporates an on-board USB-
to-TTL adapter, Micro USB socket, many GPIOs, large program 

and an UART interface. 

to the developer to install, based on the software to be used for 
programming the chip. The options are:

AT command processor;
Lua;

microPython.
The AT command processor was developed to send 

commands to modems and similar communication equipment 

uploaded to the ESP8266 chip to accept AT commands.

scripting language which supports object-orientated, procedural, 
as well as data-driven programming. Lua is an interpretive 
language, making it ideal for rapid learning and prototyping.

mainly in large applications on laptops and desktop computers. 

chip.
MicroPython is a subset of the powerful high-level language 

Python, used in almost all universities and technical colleges 
around the world in introductory programming courses. 

languages. 
Python is a very popular programming language, available on 

loaded to the ESP8266 chip before the chip can be programmed 
with this language.

Example 

A project is given here to show how the NodeMCU (LoLin) 
development board can be used in a Wi-Fi application to send 

Figure 3 shows the system setup, where the NodeMCU (LoLin) 

Figure 2: The NodeMCU (LoLin) development board



a connection to the destination node before a packet can be sent. 
The communication between a server and client is as follows 
(note that both server and client can send and receive data 
packets from each other):

Server

Create a socket;
Construct the data packet;
Bind the socket to the local port;
Receive data from the client;
Send data to the client;
Close the socket.

Client

Create a socket;
Send data to the server;
Receive data from the server;
Close the socket.
As shown in Figure 3, the communication goes through the 

router. The following IP addresses and port number are used by 
server and client:

Server (NodeMCU) IP address:  192.168.1.145    port: 5000
Client (PC) IP address:  192.168.1.132                     port: 5000

In this example, the NodeMCU program is developed 
using the microPython programming language. The complete 

October 2017
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program is shown in Listing 1. 
At the beginning of the program, the socket library is imported 

in a string variable called Message. A socket is created with 
the name sock, and sock.bind statement is used to bind the 
socket to the local port. Then, data is received from the client 
using statement sock.recvfrom and displayed on the screen. 
The message is then sent to the client using the statement sock.
sendto. The program terminates after closing the socket with the 
sock.close statement. 

package (www.aggsoft.com) was used on a laptop to send and 

with a time-limited license.

#-------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------
#   UDP PROGRAM FOR THE ESP8266
#    
===========================
#
# This is a MicroPython UDP program for the ESP8266 
processor. The
# program sends the message “Hello From the 
NodeMCU” to a client. 
# The IP addresses and ports of the server and client 
are:
#
# Server IP address: 192.168.1.145 Port: 5000
# Client IP address: 192.168.1.132 Port: 5000
#
# The data received from the client is displayed on the 

Figure 3: System setup
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screen
#
#
# Program:   udp.py
# Date:   July, 2017
# Programmer:  Dogan Ibrahim
#------------------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------
import socket

UDP = (“”, 5000)
Message = “Hello From the NodeMCU”
  #
  # Create a socket and bind the socket 
to local port
  #
sock = socket.socket(socket.AF_INET, socket.SOCK_
DGRAM)
sock.bind(UDP)
# Receive data from the client and display it
#

#
data,addr = sock.recvfrom(1024)
print (data)
#
# Send data to the client
#
sock.sendto(Message, addr)
#
# Close the socket
#
sock.close()

Listing 1: microPyton program 

This example shows how easy it is to establish Wi-Fi 
communication and send and receive data packets with the 
help of the NodeMCU development board that costs only a few 
pounds. 

It is likely that, because of their low power requirements, the 
ESP8266-type development boards will be used in many future 
IoT applications. 
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dvanced computer vision applications 
are becoming increasingly pervasive and 
are used to enable autonomous-driving 
modes of today’s cars, as well as in 
augmented reality, security surveillance 
systems, healthcare, industrial inspection 
equipment, robotics and more. Users’ 

expectations are rising, as familiarity inevitably brings 
demands for higher performance, such as faster response 
times, greater accuracy, or recognition of extra objects or 
features. 

Recognition and classification of images uses deep machine 
learning techniques such as convolutional neural networks. 
Before they can be deployed, these networks need to be 
trained for the application. 

The previous article in this series described tools for 
building high-performing embedded application-processing 
engines, capable of running deep neural networks trained 
in the Cloud for use in an autonomous edge device. This 
approach is suitable for systems like self-driving vehicles, 
where low latency is critically important and a reliable, 
high-bandwidth connection to the Cloud may not always be 
available.

Other applications, such as security surveillance or medical 
imaging, may be less demanding of outright speed and instead 
require complex analyses, extremely high accuracy to help 
specialists make informed decisions and the ability to allow 
multiple parties to access the results. In such situations, 
where compute-intensive tasks and flexible storage and access 
policies are required, the image-processing application can be 
more effectively and economically hosted in the Cloud.

Hardware-Accelerated Cloud Computing

Compared with the embedded vision systems discussed 
previously, hosting the application-processing algorithms in 
the Cloud presents a different set of challenges. It is here that 
compute-intensive deep machine learning, data analytics and 
image processing are implemented. Often the applications 

are required to stream processed data in near real-time and 
without dropouts. 

Cloud data centres are increasingly unable to fulfil the 
demands of today’s most intensive processing workloads using 
conventional CPU-based processing alone. Some have adopted 
FPGA-accelerated computing to achieve the throughput 
needed for these workloads and others, such as complex data 
analytics, H.265 encoding and SQL functions. 

Historically, an FPGA has been teamed with a CPU to 
provide acceleration, but a new model is emerging based on 
arrays of FPGAs such as Xilinx Virtex UltraScale+ devices. 
These arrays deliver extremely high peak compute capability, 
with the added advantage of rapid runtime reconfigurability to 
repeatedly re-optimise for subsequent workloads. 

Stack Streamlines FPGA Development

To fully harness the capabilities provided by programmable 
logic, an ecosystem is needed that enables development using 
current industry-standard frameworks and libraries. The 
Xilinx Reconfigurable Acceleration Stack (RAS) answers this 
need, by streamlining FPGA-hardware creation, application 
development and integration. 

Hyperscale data centres can use these tools to jump-start 
development: several major operators are currently working 
with Xilinx to boost performance and service agility by 
introducing FPGA acceleration in their server farms, making 
extreme high-performance compute capacity available to 
customers as a web service.

Like the reVISION stack for embedded vision development, 
described in the previous article in this series, the 
RAS leverages High Level Synthesis (HLS) for efficient 
development of programmable logic in C/C++/OpenCL and 
System C. This HLS capability is then combined with library 
support for industry-standard frameworks and libraries such 
as OpenCV, OpenVX, Caffe, FFmpeg and SQL, creating an 
ecosystem that can be extended in the future to add support 
for new frameworks and standards as they are introduced.

Also like the reVISION stack, the RAS is organised in 

A

Cloud computing 
acceleration for 
high-performance 
image recognition

BY GILES PECKHAM AND ADAM TAYLOR OF XILINX
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three distinct layers to address hardware, application 
and provisioning challenges. The lowest layer of the 
stack, the platform layer, is concerned with the hardware 
platform comprising the selected FPGA or SoC upon 
which the remainder of the stack is to be implemented. 
The RAS includes a single slot PCIe half-length, full-
height, development board and a reference design, 
created specifically to support machine learning and other 
computationally-intensive applications like video transcoding 
and data analytics. 

The second level of the RAS is the application layer. This 
uses the Vivado Design Suite and SDAccel development 
environment, leveraging HLS to implement the application. 
SDAccel contains an architecturally optimising compiler 
for FPGA acceleration, which enables up to 25 times better 
performance per watt compared with typical processing 
platforms made up of conventional x86 server CPUs and/
or graphics processing units (GPUs). The environment is 
featured to deliver CPU/GPU-like development and runtime 
experiences by ensuring easy application optimisation, 
providing CPU/GPU-like on-demand loadable compute units, 
maintaining consistency throughout program transitions 
and application execution, and handling the sharing of FPGA 
accelerators across multiple applications. 

For machine learning applications, DNN (deep neural 
networking) and GEMM (general matrix multiplication) 
libraries are available on the Caffe framework, as shown 
in Figure 1. Libraries for other frameworks such as deep-
learning TensorFlow, Torch and Theano are expected to be 
added later. It is worth noting at this point that the scope 
of RAS is not limited to machine vision or deep learning: 
as Figure 1 shows, other libraries are included that support 

MPEG processing using FFmpeg as well as data movers and 
compute kernels for data analytics on the SQL framework.

The third level of the RAS is the provisioning layer, which 
uses OpenStack to enable integration within the data centre. 
OpenStack is a free, open-source software platform made up of 
multiple components for managing and controlling resources 
such as processing, storage and networking equipment from 
multiple vendors.

Performance Boost With Power Savings 

By using the RAS to streamline the development of Cloud-
class FPGA-based computing, a significant increase in 
computing capability can be achieved, compared with 
processing on conventional CPUs. Image-processing 
algorithms can be accelerated by as much as 40 times, 
while deep machine learning can be up to 11 times faster. In 
addition, hardware requirements are reduced, which lowers 
power consumption, resulting in a dramatic increase in 
performance per watt. Moreover, the FPGA-based engine has 
the important advantage of being reconfigurable and so can 
be quickly and repeatedly re-optimised for different types of 
algorithms as they are called to be executed.

Conclusion 

Automatic image analysis and object-recognition applications 
can benefit from the increased performance and reduced 
power consumption of highly optimised, reconfigurable FPGA-
based processing engines. Whether the application is to run 
on an embedded system or in the Cloud, using an acceleration 
stack enables developers to overcome design and integration 
challenges, reduce time to market and maximise overall 
performance. 

Figure 1: RAS addresses hardware development, application development and integration
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f you’ve been following our articles, you probably 
have a great understanding of phase noise. So far, 
we’ve covered its basics, how to measure it using 
a crystal oscillator and even how to improve it. 
Now we’ll go a step further, by assessing how to 

high levels of vibrations. 

Bad Vibrations

Acceleration sensitivity is a crystal oscillator’s inherent sensitivity to 
external forces applied in any direction. Quartz oscillators provide 
the heartbeat of the electronics we’ve all come to rely on. When 
voltage is applied to quartz, it begins to vibrate; but if vibration is 

applied, the quartz will produce a voltage. This voltage shows up as 
phase noise, and that’s a problem; see Figure 1.

The magnitude of this phase noise or frequency change is directly 

the force, the greater the frequency instability, the greater the noise.
Frequency instability due to a crystal’s acceleration sensitivity 

impacts many aspects of oscillator performance, including ADEV 
(short term stability), phase noise performance and RMS phase jitter. 

Digital communication and RF systems’ performance can be 
impacted by this vibration-induced phase noise, as an error that 
manifests itself as increase in BER (bit error rate). For example, in 
Doppler radar systems this shows as a notable signal degradation due 
to vibration-induced energy.

I

Four ways to 
improve oscillator 
phase-noise 
performance

BY TOMMY REED, VP OF TECHNOLOGY AT BLILEY TECHNOLOGIES

Figure 1: Vibration-induced phase noise
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So, What Can Be Done?

All quartz crystals exhibit some level of inherent sensitivity to 
vibration. There are many different options to minimise the 
effect of acceleration sensitivity on customer systems. Here 
are a few options quartz crystal manufactures can apply: 

Proper resonator selection (for example: type of crystal cut 
used);
Vibration screening on the resonator level (screen for best 
g-sensitivity);
Passive isolation (mechanical dampening);
Electronic compensation.
 

1. Resonator Selection
Proper crystal selection is by far the simplest approach to 
achieving better performance in dynamic conditions. 

The cut of the crystal can make a large impact on system 
performance as a whole. AT cut crystals are widely used in 
many types of reference clocks. Research has shown that AT 
cut crystals can perform almost as good as SC cut crystals; 
however, SC crystals’ overall gamma vector is still far better 
than that of AT cut crystals.

The crystal mounting structure also plays an important role 
on how the crystal performs under vibration. Various crystal 
packages employ different mounting structures; however, 
we have found that HC35 (TO-5) and HC37 (TO-8) packages 
with a 4-point mounting structure offer the best vibration 
resistance.

Securing the crystal in four places drastically changes the 
mount resonance of the package, reducing its overall impact 
on performance. Many vendors today still use 2-point mounts 
in HC45-style holders, along with a 2-point cantilever-
type mount found in most surface-mount VCXO and TCXO 
packages.

2. Vibration Screening
After the crystal has been selected, the manufacturer then 
screens it for acceleration sensitivity on all axes, which helps 
reduce the cost of the final product.

At Bliley, we screen by inducing either a sinusoidal or 
random force with a known magnitude. We then measure 
the degradation using a phase-noise analyser. If a sinusoidal 
waveform at a given frequency is used, we measure the spur 
induced by the single tone. From that data we can calculate 
the resonator’s acceleration sensitivity.

If a random spectrum is applied to the crystal, we can 
essentially measure the phase noise across the vibration 
bandwidth and calculate the g-sensitivity based on the given 
PSD (power spectral density).

3. Mechanical Isolation
Passive isolation can have a profound impact on the 
acceleration sensitivity of a reference clock. If the input 
vibration is reduced, so too will be the degradation.

Passive isolation does have its disadvantage that systems 
can get large, depending on what’s being isolated.

The resonant frequency of the platform also can be a 
big concern. Typical mounts can have a transmissibility of 
3.5-4, which means the force input into the system will be 
amplified. Care should be taken to not exceed the system’s 
maximum displacement, or isolator damage can occur.

This problem leads to low natural-frequency isolation 
schemes. In theory a sub-1Hz isolation structure is ideal, but 
in reality these systems are very large due to the dampening 
mechanism and sway space needed. This is where electronic 
compensation comes in.

4. Electronic Compensation
By employing electronic compensation we can minimise 
the size of the passive isolation system while still reaping 
the benefits of the passive mount; see Figure 2. Electronic 
compensation also minimises the effect of the isolating 
structure’s resonant frequency.

Electronic compensation offers superior results and 
can achieve levels of vibration insensitivity two orders of 
magnitude better than standard crystals.

Typical compensation schemes we use can cover vibration 
out to approximately 500Hz, while the isolation structure 
starts dampening at approximately 120Hz. This wide 
crossover greatly improves the performance of the crystal 
and, essentially, provides customers with a vibration-
immune reference signal.

Figure 3 shows the theoretical performance benchmark 
of the options discussed here, generated in reference to a 
representative operational vibration specification.

Figure 2: Phase noise, compensation and isolation
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Congratulations! 

You made it! You’re no longer just a young 
grasshopper when it comes to phase noise. Have fun 
applying your new phase-noise-ninja skills in your 

engineering life (and maybe showing off a bit). 
    Thank you to everyone that followed all our phase noise 
articles. We hope you learned a tonne. 

Figure 3: Theoretical performance benchmarks
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V
Industry Support

1. Training And Security

“                  VR facilitates 

active hands-on learning, 

proven far more effective than 

conventional tools

MOST OF US ARE FAMILIAR WITH THE FUN FACTOR 

VIRTUAL OR AUGMENTED REALITY BRINGS TO 

ENTERTAINMENT; BUT, HOW DO THESE ALTERNATIVE 

REALITIES WORK FOR INDUSTRY? JASON HILL, 

EXECUTIVE PARTNER AT REPLY, EXPLAINS

VIRTUAL REALITY: 
NOT JUST FOR FUN
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2. Complex Products Presentation

3. Design Review

4. In-Field Assistance

VR’s benefits in everyday applications

VR brings benefits in industrial and medical 
applications and training

VR headsets are now found at trade fairs
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5. Customer Engagement 

Example

REPLY’S WAY                                             

Every modern technology takes time to become habitual, and 

VR is in its ramp-up phase. Reply believes in this technology 

and has worked and invested in it since 2011. It developed 

tools, laboratories, dedicated infrastructure and expertise in the 

virtual and augmented reality realm, with the goal of developing 

innovative services, capable of offering high added value with 

sustainable costs/benefits for the companies involved. 

Today, Reply’s offer of VR services ranges from digital 

entertainment to professional applications; in fact, it uses the 

entire range of currently-available VR and AR technologies to 

develop projects designed to support enterprise core processes. 

Transverse apps have been produced over the last five years on 

several hardware visualisation platforms, from large-format, 

immersive systems such as the multi-wall CAVE (Cave Automatic 

Virtual Environment), to portable stereoscopic and holographic 

projection systems, 3D TVs, tablets and smartphones, up to the 

latest immersive visors. 

VR, AR and mixed technologies will not be reserved only for entertainment
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igh-speed data converters are nowadays found almost 
anywhere, ranging from communications (ground and 
satellite-based), high-energy physics (accelerators) 
and defence (electronic warfare, radar jamming) to 
industry (mobile phone test lines, tank container 
monitoring), test and measurement (spectrum 

analysers, mass spectrometers), earth observation (synthetic 
aperture radar), and more. There’s clear demand for data converters 
that can deliver improved system performance 
and enhanced capabilities. 

In turn, however, this increasingly 
involves choosing either a parallel or a serial 
interface. For example, there’s currently 
a trend for using a full software defined 
radio (SDR) system, which requires large 
bandwidth and has an interface between 
an FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Array) 
and a data converter (a result of the SDR 
architecture being directly linked to the data 
converter’s sampling speed). 

There are two ways to do this interfacing at high speed – 
LVDS (Low-Voltage Differential Signalling) parallel interface, 
or a serial interface. Each has pros and cons, depending on 

MARC STACKLER FROM TELEDYNE E2V EXPLAINS THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PARALLEL AND 

SERIAL INTERFACES AND THE APPLICATIONS THEY BEST SERVE

H
the application it serves, and they work in different ways. To 
date, parallel interfaces have been the traditional method, with 
serial interfaces appearing in the past ten years. 

Parallel Vs Serial
Parallel interfaces are simple to implement; they work by 
using several lanes to transmit data simultaneously, with an 
additional lane to transmit the clock between transmitter 

and receiver. This is straightforward when 
it comes to PCB and firmware design, as 
each bit of the sample has its own path, 
transmitted at each digital clock cycle. Since 
the receiver has access to these clock signals, 
it easily recovers the data. 

This works very well for low data rates, 
but at higher rates, a greater number of 
lanes are needed, complicating the interface 
design. Importantly, at speeds above 1GHz, 
parameters with negligible effect at lower 
speeds begin to limit performance. This is 

why serial interfaces began appearing ten years ago, and why 
they are now the preferred option in many applications. 

Serial interfaces have a much simpler layout, with one lane. 
In a parallel interface, to transmit 10Gbps for example, at 

A and B, plus an extra lane for the clock. In a 10Gbps serial 
interface however, only one lane is required to transmit 
10Gbps, also saving on PCB space. 

In a serial interface, each link has a high-speed transceiver, 
including a serialiser on the transmitter side and a deserialiser 
at the receiver end. Here, the clock does not need to be sent 
on a separate path, since it is extracted from the data during 
reception, via the Clock and Data Recovery system (CDR). This 
is what allows serial interfaces to work at much faster speeds 
than parallel interfaces. For example today, parallel interfaces 
in FPGAs are mostly limited to 1.6Gbps, whereas a high-speed 
serial transceiver in a serial interface can exceed 32Gbps. 

Simplifying Data Processing
Efficiency is key for a serial interface, to ensure no data is lost 
during transmission. For this, a suitable protocol is needed 
and Teledyne e2v developed the open-source protocol, called 

CHOOSING THE RIGHT INTERFACE 
FOR THE APPLICATION

Figure 1: Pros and cons of a parallel interface

“                  Parallel interfaces 

are now less common than 

serial interfaces, which have 

increased in popularity due to 

their improved bandwidth and 

speed
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ESIstream, to simplify the serial data processing. 
ESIstream improves latency and lessens the resource 

requirement, with small data overhead. It works using two-
stage encoding and a two-overhead-bit process; the encoding is 
built with a scrambling process, followed by a disparity process. 
Without a data encoding/decoding protocol, there will be 
transmission Bit Error Rate (BER) and de-synchronisation, due 
partly to the CDR and partly to the AC coupling interface. 

In a serial interface, the function of CDR is to recover the 

transmitted separately. This means the recovered clock has been 

stage; hence, these effects cancel each other out, allowing for 
much higher speeds. 

CDR enables the data rate per serial link to be increased, 
saving PCB space and simplifying layout. For CDR to do this, it 
must see ‘edges’ in the data to identify the clock. This is also the 
reason a long series of successive 1s and 0s must be avoided in a 
serial interface. 

However, CDR can cause BER and synchronisation loss, as 
mentioned above. BER and synchronisation loss also occur 
because the interface between transceiver and receiver must 
be AC coupled; at high speeds, even a small difference in the 
common-mode can contribute to BER degradation. The AC 
coupling means that if the data stream is not DC-balanced, the 
AC coupling capacitor will become loaded and corrupt the data 
seen by the receiver. 

The ESIstream protocol prevents both, long series of 0s and 
1s and unbalanced DC transmission, thus improving BER and 
preventing synchronisation loss. This protocol is important since, 
if BER and synchronisation loss do occur, data is lost and the 
links need to be restarted, losing even more data in the process. 

One of the benefits of ESIstream is that it does the expected 
function of a serial interface but more efficiently; it thus requires 
fewer resources within the FPGA than other, less-efficient 
protocols. Although the resources needed by the protocol are 
generally small enough not to matter, it can complicate the 
closing of the timing within the FPGA when the application 
requires more resources or high-speed digital design. The 
protocol is also used to digitally align multiple serial lanes, which 
means there’s no need to precisely match trace lengths for an 
optimum serial interface. 

The Right Interface For The Application
When it comes to choosing the right interface to the 
application, parallel interfaces have several benefits: they are 
easy to use at low data rates, they are cost-effective and have 
short latency. Parallel interfaces also use minimum FPGA 
resources, so entry-level FPGAs can be used. Their short latency 
is because, digitally, parallel interfaces are much simpler – they 
do not need encoding/decoding or transceiver stages. This short 
latency is an important advantage when it comes to applications 
such as radar jamming in electronic warfare, where a few 

nanoseconds can mean the difference between being spotted 
or remaining invisible to enemy radar systems. 

Anti-collision radar is another application where the 
parallel interface is ideal, since detecting an object quickly 
is vital. A serial interface would be less effective for anti-
collision radar since with a longer latency it takes longer 
to detect the object, leaving less reaction time. As a result, 
if the application requires a short latency and/or low data 
transmission rate, parallel interfaces are better suited. 

However, parallel interfaces are now less common than 
serial interfaces, which increased in popularity due to their 
improved bandwidth and speed. They are not limited in 
terms of data rates per lane as with parallel interfaces, and 
the clock is recovered from the data stream, relaxing PCB 
and trace length matching requirements. As a result, more 
applications are using serial interfaces, and the trend is likely 
to increase further with rising developments in optical and 
modulation capabilities. 

It’s worth noting that serial interfaces can be expensive – 
for applications around 12Gbps a serial interface is cheaper, 
but over 12Gbps tuning is required to correct for very 
small effects. This can increase the cost, but overall a serial 
interface is still easier to use than a parallel one. 

Both parallel and serial interfaces could be considered for 
low-cost or low-speed applications, depending on factors 
such as development time, re-use of already-developed 
subsystems and other requirements. When deciding which 
interface to choose, it’s worth doing the research and asking 
the experts, to make sure you make the right choice. 

Technology behind the interfaces will continue to evolve. 
Equally, as key advances in modulated serial interfaces 
continue and we approach the next step in high-speed 
data transmission, more problems will arise that will need 
solving. 

Figure 2: Pros and cons of a serial interface
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M peripherals, without involving the software engineer.
This design idea uses Altera’s SPI Slave to Avalon MM Bridge to 

and the bridge can co-exist with the embedded processor. 

Figure 1: Typical Altera FPGA system connected via Avalon Memory-Mapped (MM) bus

BY NOE QUINTERO FROM LINEAR TECHNOLOGY, NOW PART OF ANALOG DEVICES

HOP ON THE AVALON BUS:  
A SIMPLIFIED FPGA INTERFACE

involves a soft embedded processor such as NIOS; 
another solution is to use a SoC that includes a 
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defeats the purpose of the SPI bridge, as the NIOS processor can 

microcontroller, which is an Arduino clone with extra features 
to interface to LT demo boards. One extra feature is a level-

through a virtual COM port and translate the commands to SPI 
transactions.

After reverse-engineering the Altera example design  

the bridge would accept, which are translated into Linduino 
commands. A simple 

hardware engineer to have 
complete control of the 
project without having to 
reinvent the interfacing 
protocols. 

a digital pattern generator 

 
 

shows the demo setup.

shift register or the PIO core; the shift register is included for 

line logic level high enables the SPI-Avalon MM bridge, which in 

“                     A simple Python 

script allows the hardware 

engineer to have complete 

control of the project without 

having to reinvent the 

interfacing protocols

Figure 2: Highlighter + example code + reverse engineer = 
Python script

Altera provides a reference design for the SPI-Avalon MM Figure 3: DC2459 in action
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Additional Avalon Peripherals

IP cores can be connected to the Avalon MM bus. To design the In the case of the example shown, the PIO is set to a base address 
location of 0x0.

in the LinearLabTools contains two functions to interface to the 
design:

Figure 4: DC2459A FPGA system block diagram

Figure 5: Qsys GUI
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transaction_write  
transaction_read

instance; the second is the peripheral’s address on the Avalon 

and reading to IP. To set the NCO for the provided example, the 

to determine the tuning word:

transaction_write

An important note is that the Avalon SPI bridge uses SPI 

interface in the Altera’s example. 

Control Ability
To conclude, this example 
project demonstrates the 

without touching the 
embedded processor at 
all, allowing the hardware 
engineer to progress 
with a project without 
involving the software 

hardware. 

Code and Board                                                                                     

Python code is available at:  

http://www.linear.com/solutions/linearlabtools 

HDL for the LTC1668 demo board is included in the DC2459 design 

files, available at http://www.linear.com/demo/DC2459

   

Figure 6: Python Avalon bus example

“                   This example 

project demonstrates the 

ability to control a system 

without touching the embedded 

processor at all
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S see Figure 1 for the changes in CPU load.
With centralised control, where one CPU is in charge, all 

feedback loops, all axes (and other discrete I/O) share the 
processing power. This architecture limits performance and 

architectures and back to centralised control. 

and associated costs, newer technological 

performance bottlenecks of single processors 
that had led to a distributed architecture in 

Manufacturers attempted to address 

examples in Table 1.

that a replacement processor would come from the same 

“                   In general, the 

evolution of PLC functionality 

has followed the industrial 

automation demand curves 

of features, performance and 

lower power

BY NILADRI ROY, SENIOR STRATEGIC MARKETING MANAGER, INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS, INTEL PSG

PLC ARCHITECTURE IN THE 
INDUSTRY 4.0 SETTING: 
CHALLENGES AND TRENDS

ince their introduction, programmable logic 

output controllers to complete processor-based 

enclosures and mini PLCs. 

such as human machine interfaces (HMIs), 

The demand for additional features, precision 

future PLC architectures.

Historical Role Of Motion PLCs

Table 1: Hybrid processor and FPGA example architectures in real-world PLCs
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time to market.
Major PLC manufacturers experience issues such as longer 

Other factors include increased pressure on cost, the demand 
for scalable high-performance applications and software 

Industry 4.0 Impact On PLC Architecture 
 

and enterprise interaction. 

interrupts and support integrated HMI at speeds faster than 

and power consumption penalties.

 

A Smarter Approach To PLC Architecture

Figure 1. Control 
and motion CPU 
load share cloud-
based manufacturing 
operations
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algorithm execution. With embedded digital signal processing 

hardware acceleration at lower cost and power consumption 

faster, more-secure enterprise communication channels.

 

processor roadmap grows with application needs and 

and Industrial IoT. 
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Mentor, a Siemens Business
www.xjtag.com

PADS is now even more powerful
with XJTAG’s boundary scan test
know-how built-in. “Boundary scan
can add value from the beginning
of the product lifecycle, and is
becoming increasingly important to
our customers,” explains Jim
Martens, Product Marketing
Manager, PADS Solutions Group.
“We saw the opportunity to enhance
PADS with class-leading design for
boundary scan test capability, by
integrating the features of XJTAG’s
highly regarded DFT Assistant.”

Boundary scan can check a high
proportion of a board’s connections
early in the design phase, before
any hardware is produced, and
only requires the Test Access Port
(TAP) pins of JTAG-compliant
components to be correctly linked
and routed to a connector. The
simple four-signal interface allows
easy software-based access to I/O
pins that are otherwise hard to
reach with probes, such as BGA
I/O connections. The TAP, and
traces comprising the scan chain
that links the JTAG pins, occupy
minimal real estate on the board.

When designing and prototyping
boards, boundary scan tools help
check for design errors before any
hardware is built. First prototypes
can be tested quickly to pinpoint
connection errors, potentially saving
hours buzzing out boards looking for
shorts or opens that may cause
errors or prevent the board starting
up. In production, boundary scan can
quickly check a high percentage of
connections to help isolate defective
boards and boost overall test efficiency.

Engineers can maximise the test
coverage achievable with boundary
scan by connecting JTAG compatible
components into a JTAG chain. Using
the JTAG chain, testing can be further
extended to non JTAG compatible
devices. PADS users can take
advantage of XJTAG’s Design-for-Test
(DFT) know-how, acquired through
years working with clients and
refining the XJTAG test development
suite, by using the XJTAG DFT
Assistant for PADS now included in
their favourite design environment.

XJTAG DFT Assistant for PADS
features an Access Viewer that gives
a graphical view of JTAG chain
access across the board, which help
users visualise the extent of test
coverage and see how their design

changes affect testability as the
project progresses. In addition, the
Chain Checker verifies that all the
JTAG and TAP pins are correctly
connected and terminated before
committing to hardware. The
information can be exported directly
to the XJTAG test-development
environment, where the testing to
be carried out can be configured.

“Our customers can now use
PADS to produce even better
board designs that benefit from
higher test coverage, faster
debugging and prototyping, and
more efficient testing in production.
Working with XJTAG enabled us to
achieve a high-quality result within
a fast turnaround time,” concludes
Jim Martens.

“Our customers can now use PADS to produce even better
board designs that benefit from higher test coverage, faster
debugging and prototyping, and more efficient testing in production.
Working with XJTAG enabled us to achieve a high-quality result
within a fast turnaround time.”
“Boundary scan can add value from the beginning of the

product lifecycle, and is becoming increasingly important to our
customers. We saw the opportunity to enhance PADS with class
leading design for boundary scan test, by integrating the features
of XJTAG’s highly regarded DFT Assistant.”

Mentor PADS personal automated design solutions streamline product
creation and help designers optimise all aspects of performance and
manage their projects from design entry, through simulation and analysis,
to sign-off for production. Optional extensions allow users to add
capabilities such as advanced board layout, power-delivery analysis,
thermal analysis, and support for RF design, high-speed design, and
high-density or timing-critical routing.

PADS® Strengthens DFT Capability with XJTAG® Boundary Scan Know-How

“Testing with Boundary can help boost test coverage, accelerate design verification and debugging, and
increase production-test efficiency for Mentor, a Siemens Business. Mentor PADS users can now leverage
XJTAG’s experience to maximise the power of boundary scan in their designs without leaving their favourite
environment, using the new, free XJTAG DFT Assistant for PADS.”

Data
Bank

Company Mentor Graphics Corporation
A Siemens Business

Nature of World leader in electronic 
business hardware and software design

solutions providing products, 
consulting services, and 
award-winning support for 
the world’s most successful 
electronic, semiconductor, 
and systems companies

Location Corporate headquarters
are located at 8005 S.W. 
Boeckman Road, Wilsonville, 
Oregon 97070-7777

Web site www.mentor.com

   opinion Jim Martens
Product Marketing Manager
PADS Solutions Group

XJTAG Technology Partner
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n important concern in wireless design is how 

Be selective in choosing the geographic regions 
to support:

Partner with the right experts early in the planning 
process:

A

Choosing The Regions 

BY KYLE SPORRE, RF/HARDWARE ENGINEERING MANAGER  

AT DIGI INTERNATIONAL WIRELESS DESIGN SERVICES

ACCELERATING 
WIRELESS 
CERTIFICATION
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Planning For Certification 

 

 

emissions and other signal characteristics while the radio is 
 

transmitter chain that generate harmonics which are then 

 

 

 

PTCRB
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Design For First-Pass Success

g

“                  The most obvious way to accelerate certifications is 

to pass on first attempt

 

Partnering With Experts
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C
Figure 3 shows a Smiths Interconnect conductive-elastomer 

and to avoid contamination.

Elastomer Connector Applications

compressive contacts. 

sheet design:

Figure 1: Conductive elastomer gasket

Figure 2: Conductive elastomer connector

Figure 3: Connector with contact sheet

BY JIACHUN ZHOU, KILEY BEARD AND KEVIN DEFORD AT SMITHS INTERCONNECT

OPTIMISED CONDUCTIVE 
ELASTOMER CONNECTOR 
STRUCTURE AND APPLICATIONS

including pressure sensors and conductive mats to 
prevent electrostatic damage to devices. It is also an important 

Elastomer Connector Basic Structures

particles throughout the elastomer sheet. The particles are 
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   The contact sheet and elastomer should have the same 

Signal Integrity Performance 

guidelines:

transmissions. 

conductive column diameter to avoid sharp variations in signal 

structure.

 

 

Cleaning Methodology

as shown in Figure 8. 
The contact sheet heads have crown structures and materials 

  On-line cleaning (contact sheet only): when the 

or auto-test handler to clean the contact sheet head crown.

crown.
  

 
Contact Sheet:

chemicals.
Elastomer:

Figure 4: Conductive elastomer connection: device and test board Figure 5: Contact sheet in elastomer connector
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Summary

contact sheet structure: 

ensure contact while minimising the impact on the 

contact sheets. 

users. 

Figure 7: Return loss (dB) vs frequency (GHz)Figure 6: Bandwidth vs connector length

Figure 8: Contaminants on elastomer 
sheet surface

Figure 9: Contact head crown and contact marks on ball

Figure 10: Contact sheet bottom tails (contacting conductive elastomer 
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B
Battery-Pack Basics
Today’s battery packs come in a variety of configurations 
(Figure 1), including cylindrical, prismatic, ultra-capacitor 
and pouch (Figure 2). Material joining requirements vary 
depending on the battery’s specific type, size and capacity, 
and include tab-to-terminal connections, internal terminal 
connections, tab welding, seam welding, fill-port welding, 
short circuit protection, laser marking and external electrical 
connections. Figure 2 also shows the typical joining 
requirements for the different battery types. This article 
focuses primarily on welding tabs to terminals, since it is one 
of the key battery-pack manufacturing steps.

In most cases, battery-pack manufacturers receive 
individual batteries from vendors, so the critical process step 
for pack manufacturing is joining the individual batteries 
together using a collector plate, which consists of tabs for the 

Figure 1: Typical battery pack configurations

THE RIGHT WELDING SYSTEM WILL HELP ACHIEVE AND MAINTAIN PRODUCTION THROUGHPUT TARGETS.  

BY GEOFF SHANNON, AMADA MIYACHI AMERICA

IMPROVING TAB-TO-TERMINAL 
CONNECTIONS IN BATTERY PACK 
MANUFACTURING

attery packs have become an integral part of 
everyday life, powering a growing range of 
portable electronic devices, cordless power 
tool and hybrid and electric vehicles. As such, 
manufacturers need equipment, systems and 
automated production lines that meet quality and 

volume requirements for these products. 
Both resistance and laser welding systems are well 

suited to integration into production lines that may be 
either standalone or automated. To maintain the required 
throughput with high quality and yields, users must have a 
clear understanding of which process is best for a particular 
battery pack size, tab and terminal material, and type and 
thickness. In addition, the selected process and integration 
solution should include process monitoring, process data 
management and weld quality assessment. 
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individual cells to be welded to both terminals. In addition, 
many packs contain a smaller number of collector-plate-to-
busbar connections. 

Along with considerations of materials, joint geometry, weld 
access, cycle time and budget, the welding technology selected 
will also be affected by manufacturing flow and production. 
Reviewing all these factors will usually point in the direction 
of the joining technology most suitable for the application: 
either laser or resistance welding.

Fibre Laser Welding
The laser welding process is non-contact, has no consumables 
and offers instantaneous welding once the laser is positioned 
at the weld point location. Weld size and location on the 
part can be closely controlled and optimised for each 
application for strength and conductivity. There are several 
motion options that can be tailored to each manufacturing 
environment. 

For tab-to-terminal welds, fibre lasers can be used for 
prismatic, cylindrical and pouch battery types, as well as 
ultra-capacitors. Tab thickness can vary from 0.006-0.08 inch 
for both aluminium and copper tab material, depending on 
battery size. 

The fibre laser can weld many material combinations 
including aluminium to aluminium, aluminium to steel, 
copper to steel, and copper to aluminium. Whatever the 
material combination and thickness, the laser must not 
penetrate the can or overheat the battery. Suitable selection of 
fibre laser, spot size, weld parameter selection and weld path 
control enables fine control of both penetration and heating. 

Figure 3 shows some examples of common dissimilar 
material combinations for tab-to-terminal welding. For a lap 
weld, the tab thickness should ideally be 50% thicker than 
that of the can, providing a large processing window and high 
production yields.

The fibre laser source can be sized and matched with 
an appropriate motion platform according to cycle time 
and production throughput. For high-volume systems, the 
welding time can run at <100ms per weld, while low volume 
production systems run at about 1-2s per weld.

Resistance Welding
Resistance welding has been used in the battery industry for 
40 years. A steady stream of advances has offered significantly 
improved capabilities to control various aspects of the process. 
For example, the introduction of DC inverter power supplies 

Figure 2: Battery types
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with basic closed-loop electrical modes helps accommodate 
changes in the secondary circuit (the electrical loop from the 
cable connection on the negative side of the power supply or 
transformer, through the weld head and the parts, returning 
to the positive side) to specifically address part resistance. 
Also, polarity switching of capacitance discharge supplies to 
enable balancing of the weld nuggets and, more recently, the 
addition of displacement and electrode force measurement, 
provide manufacturers with more tools to ensure weld 
quality.

Resistance welding is the most cost-effective method for 
joining tabs on a wide range of battery types and sizes, using 
both DC inverter closed-loop and capacitor-discharge power 
supplies. With fast rise times, closed-loop feedback control, 
polarity switching and options for displacement and force 
sensing, the process can be fine-tuned and monitored to 
ensure both high quality and yield. 

For nickel tab thicknesses up to 0.0070 inch, the tab can 
be welded without modification. Beyond this thickness, and 
to prevent electrical shunting and excessive electrode wear, 
a slot and projections are formed in the tab as part of the 
stamping process. The projections act not only as energy 
concentrators for the weld, but also greatly increase electrode 
lifetime. 

The important aspects of tab welding for battery packs 
are the thickness and material of both tab and terminal. 
Resistance welding is extremely well suited to welding nickel 

tab material up to 0.015in thickness, and nickel- or steel-
clad copper tab material to around 0.012in thickness, to a 
wide variety of terminal materials. Welding tabs or terminal 
connections to busbars generally does not require as much 
heat penetration as the tab-to-terminal welds. The materials, 
their thickness and their combination determine the best 
welding technique.

Technology To Suit Manufacture
Battery-pack production volumes are driven by the demands 
for consumer electronics and electric vehicles. Likewise, 
manufacturing and joining needs are determined by the 
pack size, type and thickness of the busbar, and tab and 
terminal materials. Laser and resistance technologies each 
have specific features that align well to these joining needs. 
A clear understanding of the technologies and application 
is needed to implement an efficient and reliable production 
battery-pack welding system. 

Table 1 gives some guidelines on the available methods and 
a few parameters, including suitability for a variety of battery 
pack applications. Table 2 provides an overview of battery 
pack joining applications and key components of joining 
solutions required.

A complete production solution for battery pack 
manufacturing needs to deliver and support the required 
product flow. The system must take into consideration how 
the pack is loaded and unloaded, how the unwelded parts are 

Table 1: The available methods

Table 2: Overview of battery-pack joining applications



held prior and during welding, and whether and to what level 
the system reports to the supervisory control software. 

 Enclosures

The enclosure requirements for laser and resistance welding 

to be housed in a class 1 light-tight enclosure per ANSI 136.1. 
This requires the complete system to be enclosed, and adds 
the need for enclosure doors for part-load and unload in 
addition to access panels for setup and maintenance. 
    For a resistance welding system, although there may not 
be any panels, light curtains are used to protect the keep-out 
zones. If loading into the enclosure is automated, a conveyer 
is commonly used. 

 Motion

To support in-line production that uses conveyers and 
minimise the system’s physical footprint, resistance weld 
heads or laser focus heads should be moved while the pack 
remains stationary. For resistance welding systems, a defining 
factor in determining whether the weld head or the pack 
moves is the length of weld cable needed. Increasing the 
length requires additional voltage from the power supply to 
push the current through, which tends to a limit of between 
three and eight feet, depending on the application and power 
supply. 

Scan heads are being used for more and more laser welding 
motion solutions. For low-volume applications, they offer 
cost-effective solutions. For high volumes, scan heads offer 
a very high-speed motion that can be used to minimise weld 
time and point-to-point positioning times. Scan heads can 
also provide a large weld area, with certain configurations 
providing greater than a 10x10in (250x250mm) weld area. For 
large pack sizes, this minimises the number of steps needed 
to weld the entire pack, which can significantly reduce cycle 
time. For example, point-to-point positioning of the scan 
heads for a 1in (25mm) travel distance can be completed in 
10-20ms.

 Tooling (for laser welding only)

The ease of tooling a material is directly related to the tab or 
busbar thickness and subsequent stiffness. Thick material 
with high stiffness does not deflect under clamping pressure, 
so it maintains contact with fairly simple tooling. However, 
since its thickness for many battery packs is below 0.015in, 
this means the tab stiffness is not sufficient for simply 
clamping. Instead, it requires a well-designed tool to apply a 
localised clamp force that ensures intimate contact without 
damaging the parts. 
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Figure 3: Weld cross-section of tab-to-terminal material combinations

Figure 4: Laser welding focus head with integrated tooling
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With decreasing tab thickness, tooling becomes even more 
critical. Welding tab thinner than 0.005in (0.125mm) is not 
recommended. 

Another critical factor for laser welding and part 
positioning is ensuring the part’s weld surface typically in the 
z or vertical plane matches the laser’s focus. This sometimes 
requires the use of height sensors or vision systems.  
Figure 4 shows an example of a laser welding focus head  
with integrated tooling.

 Communication

The protocol and control of data to and from such systems 
depend on the level of automation and the manufacturing 
environment. Therefore, options and a flexible platform 
for communication control software and data management 
are needed to ensure scalability and performance in diverse 
applications. For example, Industry 4.0 and Smart Factory 
initiatives demand data transmission speed, networking, 
storage capacity and processing power far greater than in 
the past for methods such as statistical process control 
and machine monitoring. To meet these needs, modern 
battery assembly systems are equipped with protocols 
such as EthernetIP, Profinet and Modbus TCP/IP. These 
Ethernet-based protocols offer ready-made solutions for 
network configurability, ease of integration, unparalleled 
data transmission speed and security, and the ubiquitous 
availability of network hardware and software. 

 Process monitoring

Even after optimising a process, there are certain production 
tolerances and setup factors that will cause a weld defect. For 
laser welding, the key factors are part fit-up and maintaining 
the laser’s focus precisely at the part weld interface. For 
resistance welding, electrode wear is the key culprit. 

There is a comprehensive range of resistance welding 
process monitoring products that provide information 
independent of the power supply or weld head, regarding 

variances in the weld electrical properties, force and 
displacement. For example, it’s possible to monitor the 
weld’s dynamic resistance, voltage or current over the 
duration of the weld pulse. In addition, the rate of the 
weld collapse, as well as the overall weld collapse, can 
also be measured. All this information can be used for 
process monitoring. At present, data is collected, a set 
of waveforms defined and then limits or an envelope is 
placed around the waveform. Future technologies will 
likely offer better tools to define the good-weld/bad-weld 
decision, as well as predictive analysis.

Monitoring laser welding is more challenging, because it 
is a non-contact process without the benefit of electrodes 
touching. Typically, monitoring techniques capture certain 
wavelengths of light from the weld area that correspond to 
ultraviolet from the welding plume and keyhole, infrared 
from thermal heating of the part, and the back reflection 
of the laser light itself. With suitable sensing and 
analysis, these signals can be used as a basis for process 
monitoring. 

AMADA MIYACHI SOLUTIONS        

Amada Miyachi America offers a complete range of resistance 

welding power supplies and lasers specifically designed for 

both low- and high-volume battery pack manufacturing. 

Technologies are matched to production needs as either 

standalone products or fully-integrated system solutions, 

which can be adapted to accommodate welding of dissimilar 

metals for battery tabs and tab design optimisation. An 

optimised software application, developed in Amada Miyachi 

America laboratories, is delivered with each system.

Figure 5 shows some examples of integrated systems 

for battery pack manufacturing, including a conveyor-

fed automation cell, a laser tab welding system with fire 

suppression deployment, and a resistance welding system.

Figure 5: Integrated battery pack manufacturing solutions
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NEXT-GENERATION GAN HEMT WITH 
BETTER GAIN AND EFFICIENCY 
Wolfspeed launches next-generation 25W, 28V GaN 

HEMT that delivers better gain and effi ciency.

The new 28V GaN HEMT devices are developed using 

Wolfspeed’s proven 0.25μm GaN-on-SiC process, 

and are designed with the same package footprint as 

the previous generation of 0.4μm devices, making 

it possible for RF design engineers to use them 

as drop-in replacements for the earlier devices in 

existing designs.

Wolfspeed’s CG2H40025 is an unmatched, gallium-

nitride (GaN) high-electron-mobility transistor (HEMT). 

The CG2H40025, operating from a 28V rail, offers a 

general-purpose, broadband solution to a variety of 

RF and microwave applications. GaN HEMTs offer high 

effi ciency, high gain and wide bandwidth capabilities, 

making the CG2H40025 ideal for linear and compressed 

amplifi er circuits. The transistor is available in a screw-

down, fl ange package and solder-down pill packages.

www.wolfspeed.com

READY-WIRED PANEL-MOUNT M16 
CONNECTORS 
Binder has announced new M16 connectors for panel 

mount applications, in addition to its other series, 

including the 581,680, 682, 423,723 and 425. The 

new connectors come ready-wired for time and cost 

savings, and are widely applicable across industrial 

control and measurement, medical and professional 

audio equipment.

The connectors can be supplied with four to eight 

contacts and single PVC 0.34mm², AWG 22/7 cUL 

Style 1007/1569 wires. Rated current is 5-7A and 

rated voltage 60-250V and, when mated, models 

meet the requirements of IP40 or IP67.

Binder offers these M16 panel mount connectors 

in both male and female versions, and as standard 

they are supplied with 200mm cable lengths, 

although other sizes are also available. 

Binder is a family-owned company with a 

turnover in excess of 200m employing 1500 people 

worldwide.

www.binder-connector.co.uk

VICOR EXTENDS 48V COOL-POWER ZVS 
BUCK REGULATORS FAMILY 
Vicor has extended its Cool-Power 48V ZVS 20A 

buck regulator portfolio with its newly-released 

PI3523-00-LGIZ (PI3523). The PI352x family offers 

20A solutions complementing the previously 

released 10A 48VIN PI354x family, enabling scalable 

power options for 48V direct to point-of-load (PoL) 

applications. The PI3523 is a 48VIN, 3.3VOUT 

nominal buck regulator capable of supplying up to 

22A. This family of regulators enables 48VIN to 20A 

PoL voltages spanning 2.2-14VOUT.

Offering all the same industry leading features of 

Vicor’s existing 48V Cool-Power ZVS buck regulators, 

the PI352x portfolio extends performance by 

delivering twice the power of the PI354x regulators 

using only a 40% larger package. The PI3523 

requires only an output inductor and minimal 

passives for a complete cost-effective design that fi ts 

into a PCB space of 740mm2.

http://www.vicorpower.com/new-products/

cool-power-zvs-buck-regulator

DIFFERENTIAL HIGH-ACCURACY, HIGH-
ISOLATION, CURRENT SENSOR IC 
Allegro MicroSystems Europe has introduced a new 

high-accuracy Hall-effect-based current sensor IC 

with multiple programmable fault levels, intended 

for industrial and consumer applications with a 

focus on motor control and power inverter stage 

applications. 

One of the key benefi ts of Allegro’s ACS720 

is to provide high isolation with a reduced bill of 

materials, made possible by the proprietary IC 

SOIC-16W package. The ACS720 works from a single 

5V supply while maintaining an output voltage 

swing from 0-3V, with a stable zero current output of 

1.5V. This allows the ACS720 to operate from a 5V 

supply while having an output which is compatible 

with typical 3.3V ADCs found on many MCUs. 

The ACS720’s high PSRR rejects supply noise, 

maintaining high accuracy in noisy environments.

www.allegromicro.com

PICKERING INTERFACES AT EUROPEAN 
MICROWAVE WEEK 2017  
Pickering Interfaces will show its broad range of PXI 

and Ethernet LXI RF and microwave switching solutions 

at European Microwave Week (EuMW) at Hall 7A, Stand 

141 on 10-12 October 2017 in Nuremberg, Germany. 

Among the products on show will be its PXI microwave 

multiplexers (model 40-785B), 4-slot USB/LXI modular 

chassis (model 60-105), PXI microwave multiplexers 

(40-784A) and LXI microwave multiplexer (60-800). 

Pickering will also highlight its eBIRST Switching 

System Test Tools and Switch Path Manager Signal 

Routing Software, designed specifi cally for its PXI, PCI 

or LXI (Ethernet) products. The tools simplify switching 

system fault-fi nding by quickly testing the system and 

graphically identifying the faulty relay. The Switch 

Path Manager speeds up the development of switching 

system software.

www.pickeringtest.com

NEBULA IOT DEVELOPMENT KIT AT 
FUTURE ELECTRONICS 
Future Electronics has launched the Nebula 

IoT Development Kit with partners Cypress 

Semiconductor and Murata, available to buy now.

The Nebula board is an IoT cloud-ready board that 

allows developers to quickly prototype and use IoT 

ecosystems. Wireless connectivity is supported by 

the Murata 1DX module, which is powered by the 

Cypress CYW4343W Wi-Fi and BT/BLE combo SoC.

The SoC includes a 2.4GHz WLAN IEEE 802.11 

b/g/n baseband/radio and Bluetooth 4.2 support. In 

addition, it integrates a high-performance power 

amplifi er (PA), a low-noise amplifi er (LNA) for best-

in-class receiver sensitivity and an internal transmit/

receive (iTR) RF switch.

The board supports applications through the 

Cypress WICED (Wireless Internet Connectivity for 

Embedded Devices) Studio development platform.

www.futureelectronics.com






